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Mental Health &
Relationships
Becky W
An important issue when in the dating world or with relationships in
general, is disclosure of mental health issues. I now realize that
disclosure is needed in order to have an authentic
relationship between two people because without it, it can end in
disaster and a lot of misunderstanding. There is the fear of being
vulnerable, but relationships are about being vulnerable. How else
will others know? How else can others help you when you need
support?
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I have spent my adult life in relationships, not disclosing my mental
health status. Many thought that I was very well put together and
seemingly perfect, when I’m not. When my struggles came up,
paranoia and anxiety loomed within my soul; then problems came
up in my relationships - that dysfunctional pattern. There would be a
great shock because to the other it seemed like I was going mad.
Many of my previous partners have been emotionally unavailable,
and were not understanding of my mental health.
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I was born into and grew up around domestic violence, and in my
Social Recreation Calendar........ 23
adult life came the diagnosis that was caused by my childhood. I
never learned to be safe. I never learned to be open and to reach out Please Donate to Potential
Place ........................................ 24
for help or support, because there was a great deal of shame and I
felt responsible for it all. Professionally, I’m now well supported.
Whatever happens in childhood follows the person for a lifetime and one is always working on
and striving to maintain mental health wellness. It’s a stable constant in life. One never knows
what lurks in the subconscious mind.
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There is an unknown invisible ghost that lives in the subconscious – whose actions one knows
nothing about. In order to handle it, a lot of self-awareness needs to be cultivated over time. Over
the 30 years' worth of hard work and dedication to working on myself, I have been striving hard,
processing and working through the issues and problems that come up. In childhood, I learned to
be protective and shield that part of me.... until recently.
That overprotective mask has fallen off and I have no choice but to grow from this deficit that
started in childhood. Being who I really am in friendships and relationships seems now
paramount and essential, if I want these relationships to be stable and consistent. When you are
able to be vulnerable and show the other person who and what you are, it opens up to a deeper
intimacy. I never had this growing up... being emotionally vulnerable and more transparent about
my mental health status while in personal relationships.
I have started opening up to my friends who have known me for years, and new friends who I’ve
met recently. Talking about my story and experiences in this existence of mine. Hoping to bring a
deeper awareness to the importance of mental health and teaching others how to best support
those who have been diagnosed. I can’t hide this anymore. Before, this was hidden behind a mask
of a seemingly independent, well organized and resourceful demeanor. Seemingly perfect, to
hide my flaws. Now, I am learning to embrace all my
weaknesses and imperfections. Becoming vulnerable and
authentically myself.
There is a quote by Jonathon Kabat Zinn which I find speaks
to this:
“If you are a strong-willed and accomplished person, you
may often give the impression that you are invulnerable to
feeling inadequate or insecure or hurt. This can be very
isolating and ultimately cause you and others great pain.
Other people will be all too happy to take in that impression
and to collude in propagating it by projecting a Rock of
Gibraltar persona onto you which doesn't allow you to have
any real feelings. In fact, you can all too easily get out of
touch with your own true feelings behind intoxicated shield
of image and aura.
If you are truly strong, there is little need to emphasize it to yourself or to others. Best to take
another track entirely and direct your attention where you fear most to look. You can do this by
simply allowing yourself to feel, even to cry, to not have opinions about everything, to not appear
invincible or unfeeling to others, but instead to be in touch with and appropriately open about
your feelings. What looks like weakness is actually where strength lies. And what looks like
strength is often weakness, and attempt to cover up fear; this is an act or a facade, however
convincing it might appear to others or even to yourself.”
“Strong Enough To Be Weak”
-

by Jon Kabat-Zinn (May 14, 2001)
Author of 'Wherever You Go, There You Are"
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Frank’s Blog
frank.kelton@potentialplace.org
February is Psychology Month
Psychology is a broad field, rooted in science that seeks to understand our
thoughts, feelings, and actions. Some psychology professionals develop
and test theories through basic research, while others work to help
individuals, organizations, and communities better function. Still others are
both researchers and practitioners.
Psychology Month is celebrated every February to highlight the
contributions of Canadian psychology and to teach Canadians how psychology works to help
them live healthy and happy lives, help their communities flourish, help their employers create
effective workplaces, and help their governments develop good policies.
Some people worry about asking for help because there can be stigma around mental health
problems. They may believe that asking for help means admitting that something is wrong. Some
people worry about how others might see them. Asking for help means that you want to make
changes or take steps towards your new health goals. We should celebrate the courage it takes
to speak up and make changes. Getting help is part of recovery.
Recovery can mean many different things. Some people see recovery as going back to their daily
life before signs of a health problem. Other people see recovery as learning to live well,
contributing to a community, and building relationships despite the challenge of a health
problem. Recovery is a process or journey rather than a single end goal. Here at Potential Place
front-line support colleagues help members on their way—no one should ever have to follow
their journey entirely on their own. A team of carers and supports can guide you, provide help
and assistance, celebrate your victories, and back you up when you need it.
Want to get involved?
Join the conversation online!
Follow @CPA_SCP on Twitter and share
psychology facts.
 Potential Place member stories in the coming
issues will provide testimonies about how
psychological counselling has worked for members!


There are many ways to celebrate Psychology
Month. What will you do?
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Health & Wellness – Being Active
Izzy G
This month’s topic is Getting Active! Being Active can be hard at times, There can be many things
that hold us back from getting Active such as: chronic pain, scheduling timing, low energy levels,
or feeling embarrassed about physical appearances. And of course, some people and doctors
only focus on weight or BMI, which can sometimes seem impossible to achieve.
Being active shouldn’t be just all about the number on the scale. Physical exercise can be just
about what makes you feel good. Starting at realistic goals, such as walking outside daily for only
30 minutes a day can make it easier and less overwhelming. Did you know 30 minutes of walking
outside daily every day of the week totals 210 minutes in a week? Breaking it down to a daily task
can be more achievable. Gradually you can increase to different ideas of being active such as,
yoga, swimming and so on.
Staying Active can in fact help with energy levels, it can help with mood and restlessness.
Going outside for a walk is free. There is a City of Calgary Recreation Fee Assistance card for low
income individuals.
As long as you’re doing something active that gets you up and moving is healthier than not doing
anything. Exercise is only partly about weight loss; there are other benefits to it too!
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Motivation – Winter 2019
Irving
The following describes personal attitude for life. I have maintained a positive attitude in a
difficult situation in my life. My brother lost half of his index finger tip in a wire-cutting machine.
But I told him “It can grow back. You just have to eat frog legs and it will.” I did pray for his healing
and he did actually ate frog legs. Eventually, his index finger grew back to normal length. My
motivation on the other hand is a tricky subject. Actually, it is a struggle in my life along with
initiative. I depend on my mother to keep my self-care in check. (Although I find her to be
nagging sometimes), It is difficult for me to get my books out and log into D2L but once I get
going I can put a dent in assignments by planning and taking small steps. It is not easy but with
effort, it is possible for me to get some leverage and start by taking small steps.
Self-improvement takes shape by efforts to build a community and looking after my health and
wellness. Recognizing where my limits are and taking time for myself when needed ensures my
wellbeing. Learning skills in multiple fields has allowed me to interchange and apply ideas.
Versatility can help one grow and discover talents. In the past, my determination was key to
success. Keeping my thinking in the future rather than the past has enabled me to push my
limitations and find solutions. With an inventive mind for improvement people can improve one’s
skills and knowledge for the better. I have a few keys to perseverance that can lead to successful
learning and reaching one’s goals:
1) It might be a long hike so I suggest making your initial steps small.
2) Look forward for the reward, it is a nice view form the summit.
3) Do not quit, but instead take a short break.
Hard work and overcoming obstacles come hand in hand for me. An obstacle can be considered
a barrier but even a tall wall, blocking the road, can be just a challenge for me if I employ hard
work. The wall can be demolished by means of ‘chisel and hammer’ and applying hard work. It is
wise to keep in mind what the road will be without a wall and approach solutions from many
angles to reach your goals. My tools, my chisel and hammer, are reaching out for help and advice
when I have difficulties. But tools are not enough without hard work to see efforts pay off. In life
we all have to face with having difficult tasks. I have found that working past expectations and
building a team with coworkers ensures that we are more responsible for our actions. I have
found that this approach works for me to keep going forward.
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Motivación – Spanish Version
A continuación se describe mi actitud personal para la
vida. Yo he mantenido una actitud positiva en una
situación difícil en mi vida. Mi hermano perdió la mitad
de su punta del dedo índice en una máquina para
cortar alambre. Pero yo le dije "puede que crezca
como estaba antes. Sólo tienes que comer ancas de
rana y lo hará". Yo pedía por su sanación y el
realmente comía ancas de rana. Finalmente, el índice
creció a longitud normal. Por otro lado, mi motivación
es un tema complicado. En realidad, es una lucha en
mi vida junto con la iniciativa. Dependo de mi madre a
mantener mi autocuidado bajo control. Aunque me
parece molesto, su medio para hacerme que haga las
tareas en la casa funciona. Es difícil para mí conseguir mis libros y registro en D2L pero una vez
que sale va que puedo poner una abolladura en asignaciones y dando pequeños pasos. No es
fácil pero con esfuerzo, es posible obtener un apalancamiento y empezar por pequeños pasos.
Superación personal toma forma por los esfuerzos para construir una comunidad y cuidando mi
salud y bienestar. Reconocer dónde están mis límites y tomar tiempo para mí cuando sea
necesario asegurar mi bienestar. Aprendizaje de habilidades en múltiples campos me ha
permitido intercambiar y aplicar ideas. Versatilidad puede ayudar a uno a crecer y descubrir
talentos. En el pasado, mi determinación era clave para el éxito. Mantener mi pensamiento en el
futuro más que el pasado se me permiten empujar mis limitaciones y encontrar soluciones. Con
una mente inventiva para mejora la gente puede cambiar de habilidades y conocimientos para lo
mejor. Tengo unas llaves de perseverancia que pueden llevar al éxito de aprendizaje y objetivos
de la vida.
1) podría ser una larga caminata por lo que te sugiero hacer tus pasos pequeños.
2) tener en cuenta y esperamos por el premio, es una forma bonita vista desde la cumbre. 3)
3) no salga pero puede tomar un breve descanso.
Trabajo duro y superar los obstáculos vienen de la mano para mí. Un obstáculo puede ser
considerado una barrera pero incluso un muro alto, bloqueo de la carretera, puede ser solo
un reto para mí si empleo trabajo duro. La pared puede ser demolida mediante cincel y
martillo y aplicando trabajo duro. Conviene tener en cuenta cuál será el camino sin una pared
y enfoque soluciones desde muchos ángulos para alcanzar sus metas. Mis herramientas,
cincel y martillo, son tratar de acudir a asesoramiento y ayuda cuando tengo dificultades.
Pero herramientas no son nada sin duro trabajo para ver el pago de sus esfuerzos. En la vida
todos tenemos que confrontar tareas y hecho. He encontrado que sobrepasar expectativas
de trabajo y edificio de equipo con compañeros de trabajo asegura ser responsable de la
acción. He encontrado que este enfoque funciona para que mi a seguir adelante.
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Education Update
Jessica W
Good day everyone, it is Jessica Wilson here. Just
wanted to share some good news that may perhaps
inspire you, or at the least, put a smile on your face. I
recently graduated as a Practical Herbalist. I have my
PHD: Practical Herbalist Diploma. Lots of laughs. A
little different then the PHD you usually here of, I
have been studying things like Herbal Medicine,
Nutrition, and Holistic Therapies. These studies, for
the most part, have been through Wild Rose College.
Also, I hope to be graduated as well as a Holistic
Therapist soon. Just need to write my thesis.
I have studied on and off, working at my own pace. I have learned lots about natural remedies
such as plant remedies, and supplements, and nutrition as well. I have studied topics such as
iridology, reflexology, herbal medicine making, plant identification, biology and biochemistry,
anatomy and physiology, history of herbal medicine, as well as courses such as reiki, chakra
meditation, developing your physical intuition, angel awareness, Traditional Chinese Medicine
and more. I also completed my practicum hours and learned a lot while helping people as a
herbalist when I was working at Nutrition House, Morning Sun and Herbal Healing, back in the
day.
As well, I got to complete practicum hours back when the Wild Rose College and Clinic Student
Clinic was open here in Calgary. I was grateful to have Terry Willard as my practicum teacher.
Also, more recently, I completed my final practicum hours through Kalyn Kodiak of Kodiak Herbal
in her student clinic.
I have also learned lots from going to health talks, and through different healing experiences I
have adventured through over the year. I have learned to work with natural remedies at home
and on myself. I have also adapted different healing practices on myself.
Plant remedies come from the earth. They are herbs that grow with many healing constituents
within them, each chemical working together to guide the body into a natural state of balance
and healing. The energy of the plant works with our energies in a balanced way. They can
address the root cause at times, along with our help, as we choose to get to the root of the issue
as well, changing things like our nutrition, exercise habits and lifestyle factors. There are many
natural practitioners and also various healing modalities that we can access.
I’m thankful to all the teachers and healers I have met who have helped over the years. I am
thankful to my family most of all and my friends who helped me stick with my studies and to heal
over time. Thanks to everyone at Potential Place, your friendship and encouragement means so
much to me. I must mention a thank you to Potential Place for the grant money they have
provided me towards my studies. Thanks!
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Yes, we have to be careful mixing herbals with medication. I did take a course in herb drug
nutrient interaction, and this gave some insight into this issue, but it’s not an exact science.
However there are many people trained in this area of study, who can be accessed to help us
learn more. Some holistic practitioners such as herbalists in a clinic or health food store,
naturopaths, and even some pharmacists may be able to teach us about which remedies could
work for us, and whether or not any interactions or possible interactions may be known. These
people are often well educated, and have seen first-hand, the benefits derived from natural
remedies such as herbal medicines and supplements, in the people they have worked with and
in themselves.
You can also call the medication and herbal interaction advice line at 1 800-332-1414. You can
speak to an information specialist who will take your call. They will be a pharmacist or nurse who
specializes in medications, both prescription and herbal. The
Information Specialist will provide you with the most up-to-date
information to ensure your safety. They can provide guidance on
alternative therapies and medicines, and possible interactions.
Another great resource, is the store down the road from Potential
Place, Community Natural Foods. They sell organic and natural
foods, but also have a section dedicated to natural remedies. The
health care practitioners they hire in this section, are
knowledgeable people in this area of study and are happy to
answer any questions you may have on herbals, supplements and
nutrition. Other stores that specialize in this include places like
Nutrition House, Morning Sun, Herbal Healing, etc.
I studied part of my practicum hours through Kalyn Kodiak in her student clinic. I got to practice
interviewing clients, and together with the teacher and other students, come up with some
helpful recommendations for healing. I also got to learn reflexology, where pressure points are
activated through the feet to help heal the body/mind/spirit. Kalyn, who was my teacher, offers
sessions to individuals both one on one, or as part of her herbal student clinic. The student clinic
is on a pay what you can basis. For an individual session with her, she can meet you in your home.
She even offers a discount for people on AISH. She also offers classes on a variety of subjects
such as Metis Finger Weaving and more. Her website is kodiakherbal.com. This is just one of
many options, for seeing a qualified health care practitioner. I am not seeing clients, but am
happy to address any questions you may have about natural remedies, to the best of my ability.
If you are interested in pursuing courses in the field of herbal medicine, nutrition, or holistic
therapies, the Wild Rose College’s web site is wildrosecollege.com. They offer online courses, at
a work on your pace basis. Classes may be taken on an individual basis, or as part of a diploma
program. Also, there’s a local school that offers classroom learning, called Lodge Pole School.
Their website is lodgepoleschool.com. Another school that has some neat courses is the Body
Mind institute. Their website is bodymindinstitute.com
For so many years, people have accessed herbal medicine. In fact, it’s the primary medicine that
most people in the world use. I believe that there is a place both for natural remedies and
pharmaceuticals, and that each of us can find what works best for us, in our unique situations.
Thanks, and best wishes on your healing journey.
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Restaurant Review – Petra
Shawarma
Nancey M

Petra Shawarma is a quaint Mediterranean restaurant that lies in the heart of 32nd Ave NE. It has
the friendliest staff, who take it upon themselves to make you feel welcome and provide you
with recommendations for tasty food so you won’t be left disappointed! The food is
mouthwatering and delicious and the prices are reasonable and fair. Overall, I found this place to
be a gem and I will be going back!
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Employment Exercise
Ali
Ponder this….
What is Ikigai? (生き甲斐, pronounced [ikigai]) is a Japanese concept that means "a reason for
being." The word "ikigai" is usually used to indicate the source of value in one's life or the things
that make one's life worthwhile. The word translated to English roughly means "thing that you live
for" or "the reason for which you wake up in the morning." Each individual's ikigai is personal to
them and specific to their lives, values and beliefs. It reflects the inner self of an individual and
expresses that faithfully, while simultaneously creating a mental state in which the individual
feels at ease. Activities that allow one to feel ikigai are never forced on an individual; they are
often spontaneous, and always undertaken willingly, giving the individual satisfaction and a sense
of meaning to life. ~ Definition taken from Wikipedia
You could use this concept to help you get through the day, or assistance in helping you find
your forever job. If you try this, please come in and share your findings.
Thank you Dr. John Rook for sharing this concept with Potential Place.
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Creative Corner
Pay Day
Worked hard for a while. Is it the money or the job I accomplished? The structure will remain, the
cleaning is done now. Though I want to have some fun, needs to be met first. A reward to quench
my thirst. I will take the image that has been attained and be proud of the hours labored. An
efficient life style. Taking care of business. Here is to you! Go enjoy yourself and let the shopping
begin! Food, clothing, and shelter. The issue being we do it together - we will make it a memory
forever.
Life in the fast lane, but only to slow down and realize those in need. I am fortunate to receive the
fruits of my labor. All I need is you all. We do it our way. Now the money is spent. Do we do it
again next pay day? Always a new day to explore, to achieve. For now, I will take my leave.
Surface up to a gentle gaze in Mother Nature. I have made my character another feature.

Bart Colie

Some seek fame and fortune
Some seek game and notoriety
Some we call Mona Lisa
Some we call Melisa
Church and state merge
Within the twilight of the day
Dusk to dawn the season goes on
Thanking us for watching us
Dan Nason
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Gang Train

There is more than just me.
There is more than just you.

By

Living life free,

Michael Hobin

The living of a few.

Standing alone

The rich and the poor,

It’s my life I own.

We’ve got to open a door.

While you’re making a fuss,

Life isn’t plain,

I’ll save some of us.

The life on the Gang Train.

I need to get it right,

Will we set sail?

No one wants a fight.

Or will we Fail?

Be a leader and step up,

There is no treasure chest,

I can’t stop now.

Still we give our best.

I can’t get fed up.
In the sun,
And in the pouring rain.
Life on the Gang Train.
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Photography by Becky W
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Book Reviews
Nostalgia by M G Vassanji – Ron R

This book is a foray into the imagination. The Sunflower Centre for
Human Rejuvenation is where the main character Frank Sina works.
To me this book embodies a kind of collective consciousness that
aims to break the seal of our bounded minds as creatures made of
stardust.
Frank is both a Doctor and a client. Presley Smith is a client of
Frank’s. Frank’s girlfriend Holly is seeing another guy. This book
touches delicately on the vast ocean between sublime domestic life
and the intrigue and dangers of international affairs. There’s a kind of
lucidity to this book that makes the Reader enter into a strange
parallel dimension, where the conventions of normalcy really don’t
apply.

Al Capone Does my Shirts by Gennifer Choldenko – Jade S
At the beginning of the book there is a character named Moose
Flanagan and move to a place called Alcatraz. Moose is not the only
kid who lives there. There is his sister Natalie, and there are twentythree other kids who live on the island as well. You get to Alcatraz by
being the worst of the worst. Unless you’re Moose. He came here
because his mother said he had to. Now he’s Moose Flanagan,
Alcatraz Island Boy. Moose’s sister goes to the Esther P. Marinoff
School.
This part of the book I really like is Natalie’s birthday. Mom would say
that Natalie is 10 years old. Mom did not want Moose to ask Natalie
how old she was, but Moose went out to the living room and then
Mom said “DON’T YOU DARE!” Then, dad puts his arm around
Moose’s shoulder and walks him out to the living room, where Natalie
is sitting, rocking. “Natalie, he asked softly, his voice breaking. “How
old are you?” And Natalie says “I am sixteen at two thirty- one today,”
Her eyes focused on the table lamp.
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Film Reviews
The Abyss - Ron R

This film is about a sub that encounters
underwater aquatic life near the Cayman
Islands. A team of elite personnel is sent to
provide support. This movie was directed by
the now quite famous James Cameron of
Avatar fame. This movie portrays the high
amount of pressure (pun intended), the always
pervasive use of alluring romance in
Hollywood, as well as the strict determination
of seriousness when needed to deal with military operations, and perhaps the folly of human
ingenuity being wasted on machinery of war. There was a special edition release of this movie. To
me it seems this movie is making a correlation between the pursuit of an everlasting love and the
chance of there being non-terrestrial intelligence. It is a subtle portrayal of deep water activity.
The film was released August 9th, 1989, grossed $90,000,000 and won an Academy Award for
Best Visual Effects. The film was largely filmed underwater with advanced methods and
technology for the time. It ought to be noted the remarkable success James Cameron has had
with his film career. Many of his films have been blockbusters, and a few have been elevated to
Classic status. For example, Titanic is the highest grossing film of all time and generated over
$2.18 billion worldwide. Also he pursued scientific endeavours as well, by constructing a deep
sea vessel for going deeper in the ocean than anyone’s ever gone before. James himself did do
this feat successfully. Avatar was another wildly popular film that is being produced into a series
of 5.
The Hunger Games - Ryan R
This is one of the best movies I have ever watched in my life.
From the plot of movie to the characters, there is something
in this movie for everyone of a mature audience. You will
cheer, cry and fall in love with each of the characters.
Synopsis
In what was once North America, the Capitol of Panem
maintains its hold on its 12 districts by forcing them each to
select a boy and a girl, called Tributes, to compete in a
nationally televised event called the Hunger Games. Every
citizen must watch as the youths fight to the death until only
one remains. District 12 Tribute Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer
Lawrence) has little to rely on, other than her hunting skills
and sharp instincts, in an arena where she must weigh
survival against love.
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January Social Recreation

Young Adult Outing to Little Sheep
Mongolian Hot Pot at T&T
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Flames vs. Wings
Laura F.
Fourteen members and two staff went to a Flames game on a freezing -17⁰ C night. The game
was close, with the Flames having to catch up with the Red Wings all during the game. In the last
three minutes, a penalty against the Flames was called, yet they got a shorthanded goal to put
them ahead! The game ended with an open net goal to finish the game 6 to 4. Tom and I were
behind the goal net in the disabled seating. Villa surprised us by visiting our seats while he was
wandering the hallways to watch the game.
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Paint Day at the Richmond Pub

Friday Night Billiards at Olympic
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Recipe of the Month:
JAMAICAN CORNMEAL PUDDING
INGREDIENTS










3cups yellow cornmeal
3⁄ cup all-purpose flour
4
2 1⁄4cups brown sugar
5cups thick coconut milk
1⁄ teaspoon mixed spice
2
1 1⁄2teaspoons salt
1 1⁄2teaspoons grated nutmeg
1⁄ cup raisins
2
1⁄ cup shredded coconut
2





CUSTARD




1cup strong coconut milk
8tablespoonsgranulated sugar
(heaping)
2dash cinnamon
2dash vanilla

DIRECTIONS
1. Sift together flour and cornmeal.
2. Blend together sugar, salt, nutmeg, mixed spice and coconut milk. Add to the
cornmeal mixture, stirring until there are no lumps. Pour into a greased pan.
3. Coat raisins with a little flour and sprinkle into mixture. Sprinkle shredded coconut on
top. Dot generously with butter or margarine. Bake in a moderately-hot oven 350F for
15 minutes or until set.
4. Combine all ingredients for the custard, and pour it on top of the cornmeal pudding.
Bake for another 30 to 45 minutes or
until set. Cool and serve.
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February Meetings
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Employment Update – Guardian
TE
Hannelore W
Hi my name is Hannelore. I have been a member of Potential place for a long time, and I love
their TE program (Transitional Employment) because it gives me the opportunity to work part
time.
The company I work for is called Guardian (previously Aurora Holdings), and it is two blocks away
from Potential Place, which is very handy. I really enjoy it because it has flexible hours and it is
very easy to do. It just involves cleaning and being outdoors (cleaning the parking lot): sweeping,
picking up garbage and more for three days a week, only 3 hours a day. It can be done morning
or afternoon. I also like it because you go at your own pace and can work independently.

Great News!
-Ali
Thank you to our Director, Greg Boone for arranging a
meeting with Andy Smardon! Frank, Enitan and I attended a
meeting with Staples on Macleod Trail and have secured
another TE position with Staples.
The projected start date is March 4, 2019. If you are interested
and eager in working in retail, please come in and see either
Ali or Enitan. Please remember, first and foremost is your willingness to work. We will consider
your attendance within Clubhouse and that you have been attending on a regular basis.
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Colouring Page
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Social Recreation Calenda r
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Please Donate to Potential Place
Charitable # 895282358RR0001
Your Donation Will Support
Please Check One
Non-Restricted Funds – Can be applied to any one of our current programs
Program Supports – Community Connection – Café/Bistro - Marketing
Continuing Education Supports
Transitional Employment Program
Social Recreation Supports
YAOP Supports – Young Adults of Potential
Housing Supports

Donation Amount
One - Time

Monthly – Until MM / DD / YYYY

Enter the Amount
/

/

Message/Instructions for Potential Place Society

Payment Information

Credit Card Type

Card Number
Expiry Date

Month

Year

Card Holder Name

Telephone
(

Address

City

)
Province

Please Print and fax to 403-216-9251 or scan and e-mail to: navi.sahota@potentialplace.org
Address – 110, 999 – 8th Street SW | Calgary, Alberta | T2R 1J5
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Postal Code

